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	Android Apps for Absolute Beginners, 9781484200209 (1484200209), Apress, 2014

	Anybody can start building multimedia apps for the Android platform, and this book will show you how! Now updated to include both Android 4.4 and the new Android L, Android Apps for Absolute Beginners, Third Edition takes you through the process of getting your first Android apps up and running using plain English and practical examples. If you have a great idea for an Android app, but have never programmed before, then this book is for you.


	This book cuts through the fog of jargon and mystery that surrounds Android apps development, and gives you simple, step-by-step instructions to get you started.

	
		Teaches Android application development in language anyone can understand, giving you the best possible start in Android development
	
		Provides simple, step-by-step examples that make learning easy, allowing you to pick up the concepts without fuss
	
		Offers clear code descriptions and layout so that you can get your apps running as soon as possible



	This book covers both Android 4.4 (KitKat) and Android L, but is also backwards compatible to cover the previous Android releases since Android 1.5.


	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		Download, install, and configure the latest software needed for Android app development
	
		Work efficiently using an integrated development environment (IDE)
	
		Build useful, attractive applications and get them working immediately
	
		Develop apps for both Android 4.4 and Android L
	
		Create apps with ease using XML markup and drag-and-drop graphical layout editors
	
		Use new media and graphics to skin your app so that it has maximum appeal
	
		Create advanced apps combining XML, Java and new media content



	Who this book is for


	If you have a great idea for an Android app, but have never programmed before, then this book is for you. You don’t need to have any previous computer programming skills—as long as you have a desire to learn, and you know which end of the mouse is which, the world of Android apps development awaits!
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	Amazing Books

	

Macromedia Flash MX 2004 for Rich Internet ApplicationsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
The long-stale page metaphor for Web sites is finally dying out, replaced by the  single-screen rich-Internet apps that Flash MX 2004 is at last bringing to the  mainstream. To stay ahead of the curve--and to start creating the kind of Web  sites you used to only dream of--you need this guide. In these pages you'll  learn how to create the sites...

		

Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D Digital Field GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	All you need to know to use the latest exciting new dslr camera from Canon


	If you want to get great photos from Canon's new Rebel T5i/700D dslr camera, you've come to the right place. This practical book takes you step by step through each button, mode, function, and feature of the hot new Rebel T5i/700D, so...


		

Manga For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2007
If you love Manga, you’ll eat Manga For Dummies, right up. This step-by-step guide shows you how to create all of your favorite Manga characters from rough sketch through final full-color renderings.  You’ll build your skills as you draw animals, mythical creatures, superheroes, teenagers, and villains—along with...




	

Frommer's Washington, D.C. 2010 (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2009

	Frommer's Washington, D.C. 2010


	With Fold out Map


	The giant pandas are the undisputed stars of the National Zoo. See chapter 7.

	
		
			Foldout map, plus detailed maps throughout

	
	
		
			Exact prices, directions, opening hours,and other practical information
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Design Automation Techniques for Approximation Circuits: Verification, Synthesis and TestSpringer, 2018

	
		This book describes reliable and efficient design automation techniques for the design and implementation of an approximate computing system. The authors address the important facets of approximate computing hardware design - from formal verification and error guarantees to synthesis and test of approximation systems. They provide...



		

Remember Everything You Read: The Evelyn Wood 7-Day Speed Reading & Learning ProgramAvon, 1992

	Now you can join the millions of people of all ages who have reaped the rewards of the famous Evelyn Wood Speed Reading and Learning Program. All the secrets of this amazing system are now available to you in this book. Find out how you can:

	
		Read 50% faster in only an hour
	
		Double your reading speed in a...
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